-Private ESL Tutor List-

Gwen BARCLAY-TOY
B.A. Spanish and English
M.A. Teaching ESL
Ph.D. (abd) English
M.Ed. Adult Education
Over 40 years of experience in teaching English and ESL at colleges and universities, including oral presentation coaching of Duke graduate students. Retired director of academic ESL at Durham Tech. Currently teaching conversation course for international post-docs at NCSU and tutoring as ESL specialist at Duke’s Fuqua School of Business. I tutor all language skills and test prep, preferably to adults.
Rate: $35/hour
Contact: gwenbtoy@duke.edu

Barbara BALOGH
B.A. in Communications - Major: Journalism
Add: Duke ESL Certificate and NC ESOL Specialty Certificate
Rate: One-on-one $25/hour 919.348.8264
Contact: barbaraannbalogh@gmail.com

Stuart BARR
B.A. in English, J.D., Duke University
Have worked with Duke faculty, graduate students, postdocs, professionals (at Fuqua, Law School, and Medical Center), researchers, visiting fellows and scholars from East Asia, Europe, Latin America, Middle East, and South Asia. Oral: accent reduction, conversation, interviewing, public speaking, TOEFL and test preparation. Written: applications, articles, CVs, dissertations and theses. Editing and proofreading. Available any day on East or West Campus.
Rate: $30/hour
Contact: stuartgbarr@gmail.com

Joanna CAREY
M.A.T. from the School for International Training
Master of Arts degree in teaching English from the School for International Training. 25 years of teaching experience, both at the university level and individual tutoring. References available upon request.
Rate: $30/hour
Contact: Tel. 919.885.7569 joannapcarey@gmail.com

Glen COTTEN
M. Ed. in Teaching in ESL
Ph.D. in Education
Over 18 years in total teaching & tutoring EAP & ESL, including 10 years spent teaching English for Academic Purposes (EAP) at universities in CHINA & TURKEY, 5 years experience teaching Adult ESL in North Carolina Community Colleges, and several additional years of private ESL tutoring experience. I can help with all general & academic English skills including: conversational English, pronunciation, academic reading & writing skills, preparing & giving presentations, interviewing, listening comprehension & note-taking etc. Also can proof-read & edit academic or professional writing.
Rate: $35/hour in my home, $40/hour at another agreed upon location, discounts for small groups
Contact: 919-808-6097 glencottene@yahoo.com

Leah G. EWING
Duke ESL Teaching Certificate;
M.S. Library Science (UNC-CH);
B.A. Anthropology
Experience teaching international scholars, graduate students, spouses and children from over 15 different countries (references available); highly personalized lessons to strengthen desired abilities using topics of students’ interest. Adults: conversation, pronunciation, public speaking and U.S. culture survival / life skills; editing also available for curricula vitae, university & job application materials and academic papers.
Children: learning to read, write and speak. Kind, patient and conscientious teacher / tutor to help improve and build confidence in English proficiency.
Rate: $38/hour; discounts for small groups; FREE one-hour consultation
Contact: 919.572.9596 lg_ewing@yahoo.com
Amy HARITON

M.A. Liberal Studies, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY; B.A. Spanish & English, Queens College, NY

Did lots of English Language Learning Tutoring on Long Island prior to moving to Cary. I have trained for Scholastic and had my own training company for a while where I did public speaking and sales training.

ELL coaching and tutoring. Public Speaking Coaching.

Rate: $40/hour in my home, $50/hour in your home with a 90 minute minimum

Contact:
Tel. 919.234.0725
Cell. 516.456.6344
Email: ahariton@hotmail.com

Len MAZOR

Duke ESL Certificate; George Washington Univ. J.D.; Dartmouth College, B.A.

Ten years of teaching experience; 20 years business and legal. Experience tutoring international LLM and MBA students, visiting scholars and postdocs in sciences and humanities. References available.

Rate: $50/hour

Contact: Tel. 248.225.7065
Email: lmnn721@gmail.com

June NARBER

Masters Degree International Development North Carolina State University; (cross studied Duke University, ECU, and language consortium Arizona State University); PhD coursework education Walden University; Undergraduate BA: liberal arts, journalism, theology. (AC, University North Texas and University Missouri Columbia); TESOL, TEFOL, ESL Certification

ESL instructor, Civics and ESL writing tutor: 14 years Durham Tech Community College; 6 years ESL Wake Tech Community College; 15 years private education teaching and editing; specializes in Korean children and adults: reading, speaking, conversation, writing, TOEFL, EOG, TOEIC, SSAT; accent reduction; in person or online via SKYPE; online writing courses; editing for short academic papers and publications; international travel and work experience: Thailand and Korea.

Rate: Tutor: $35 hour, Editing & Job Coaching prices vary.

Contact:
Tel. 919.299.0380
Tel. 816.469.6673
junenarber@yahoo.com
junenarber@icloud.com
www.hercerian.com
Skype: junenarber
Kakao: junenarber

Hugh ROBERTSON

BA University of Michigan, Anthropology/Music; MFA Sarah Lawrence College, Music; Japanese Language Study at UNC; Duke University, ESL Teaching Certificate

25 years teaching ESL in Japan and the US. Speak and read Japanese. Locally, long record of teaching employees from Honda, AWNC, Aji-no-moto, etc., and their families. All ages.

Rate: $50/hour

Contact: Tel. 919.904.1264
hyuugaku@yahoo.com

Margaret SACHS

B.A. Washington Univ., St. Louis; M.Ed. Harvard Graduate School of Education

Over 30 years teaching and now tutoring children 6 years and older in English. Personalized lessons based on each child’s needs. References available.

Rate: $40/hour

Contact: Tel. 919.929.7785
msachs7@gmail.com